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Abstract. In this study, we are aiming to find an interpretation of a poetic text (Eminescu’s poetry)
on the basis of cognitive models of verbal poetic images. If the poetic images constitute the dominant of a
poetic text and that the functions of textual elements are regulated by cognitive mechanisms, we’ll try to
demonstrate by our hypothesis that in the deep structures of the poetic text exists a program of its
interpretation, fuzzy strategies and tactics in order to correlate the text semantics with the subjective and
communicative knowledge.
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Eminescu has been interpreted under multiple hermeneutic horizons, but never
before from the perspective of the theory of cognitive neuroscience, cognitive
linguistics or prototypical semantics. Cognitive poetics is the study of literary reading.
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Using Ingarden’s distinction , literary texts are autonomous objects, having a material
existence in the world, but literature is a heteronomous object, existing only when
2
activated and engaged by the animating consciousness of the reader . The research in
cognitive neuroscience will both precipitate and necessitate a shift in the underlying
theories of cognition and education in much the same sense as that proposed by Kuhn
(1970). Cognitive linguistics has contributed to firmly anchor language in its mental,
corporeal, social and environmental contexts. Classical and semiotic notions such as,
for instance, categories, metaphors, iconicity, and style have been critically assessed
and radically redefined in a way that foregrounds their centrality, and new notions have
emerged such as mental space, collocation, prototypes, scripts and schemas, and text
worlds, to name only a few. It is clear by the other hand that the conception of the mind
as a serial Von Neumann computer is not confirmed by contemporary research findings
in psychology and neuroscience, that existing theories of cognition may not map well
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on to the neurological processes of thought , and that new models of cognition are
4
emerging . Other authors (such as Berninger & Winn; Egan, 2002; Klahr & Nigam,
2004; Mayer, 2004; Ravitch, 2000) are thinking that cognitive neuroscience research
can contribute to confirming or disconfirming evidence to support either traditional
perspectives or revolutionary ones.
Several literary theorists and critics have been producing work through a
dialogue with more fields within cognitive science: artificial intelligence, cognitive
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